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Strategic Directions +
Goals

The College’s Strategic Directions, goals and objectives
were deﬁned thru to collegial consultation process at
SBVC and are included within its 2014-2019 Strategic
Plan.
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Strategic Directions + Goals

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS + GOALS
INCREASE ACCESS

PROMOTE STUDENT SUCCESS

IMPROVE COMMUNICATION, CULTURE + CLIMATE

Goal: SBVC will improve the application, registration

Goal: SBVC will increase course success, program

Goal: SBVC will promote a collegial campus culture with

and enrollment procedures for all students.

success, access to employment, and transfer rates by

open line of communication between all stakeholder

enhancing student learning.

groups on an off-campus.

Supporting Actions:
›
Increase the percentage of students who
succeed in basic skills courses
›
Promote and increase the number of students
in learning communities
›
Expand the use of early alert systems (i.e.
SARS)
›
Improve performance on all Student Success
Scorecard measures
›
Increase the use of low-cost and free online
resources
›
Maintain up-to-date curriculum that is relevant
to community needs
›
Encourage greater full-time enrollment
›
Use Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) and
Service Area Outcomes (SAOs) in an ongoing,
systematic cycle of continuous quality
improvement
›
Increase the number of students with terminal
education plans
›
Establish and maintain an appropriate ratio of
full-time to part-time faculty
›
Increase the number of grant opportunities to
support student success

Supporting Actions:
›
Promote a sense of community and solidarity
within the campus and embrace diversity
(students, faculty and staff)
›
Promote budgetary transparency
›
Disseminate college committee meeting
minute and all plans online
›
Build community recognition and networks by
capitalizing on the College community roots
›
Expand and enhance local business and
community awareness of the College
›
Establish a College historical archive that is
accessible online
›
Build a stronger relationship with the SBVC
foundation
›
Ensure exceptional customer service in all
campus offices
›
Work with the District to streamline and
expedite campus hiring practices
›
Improve campus morale

Supporting Actions:
›
Match the number of basic skills courses to
student demand
›
Increase the number of accelerated basic
skills courses
›
Provide more pre-assessment workshops
›
Improve the assessment process for more
accurate placement
›
Establish an maintain partnerships with
community organizations, K-12 systems and
adult schools
›
Explore and expand online advising
opportunities
›
Improve access to transfer, CTE Certificate,
and other courses needed for graduation
›
Create better balance between transfer and
CTE program offerings
›
Improve access to technology
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Strategic Directions + Goals

EFFECTIVE EVALUATION + ACCOUNTABILITY

PROVIDE EXCEPTIONAL FACILITIES

Goal: SBVC will maintain capable leadership and

Goal: SBVC will improve institutional effectiveness

Goal: SBVC will support the construction and

provide professional development to a staff that

through a process of evaluation and continuous

maintenance of safe, efﬁcient, functional facilities and

will need skills to function effectively in an evolving

improvement.

infrastructure to meet the needs of students, employees

MAINTAIN LEADERSHIP + PROMOTE PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

and community.

educational environment.
Supporting Actions:
›
Reduce manager turnover – fewer interims
and more permanent managers
›
Improve access to a wide variety of
professional development activities/
organizations
›
Maintain a personal achievement inventory for
a faculty and staff
›
Establish partnerships with neighboring
community colleges

Supporting Actions:
›
Maintain up-to-date information on campus
indicators, including evaluation data on
support/retention programs and accreditation
self study evidence
›
Improve and maintain effective Program
Review procedures
›
Evaluate and update all campus level plans
on a regular cycle
›
Produce and present annual reports that
assess student success
›
Measure satisfaction with assessment and
placement
›
Manage grant expenditures and align them
with gram objectives

Supporting Actions:
›
Conserve resources
›
Maintain a safe and secure environment
›
Improve campus signage
›
Continue with the facilities improvement plan
(Implementation of the Facilities Master Plan)
›
Develop and maintain adequate parking
›
Provide exemplary technology and support
while maintaining fiscal and environmental
responsibilities
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Strategic Planning at
San Bernardino Valley
College

Denice Inciong & Bri Hays

October 21, 2016

How did we
get here?

A little planning background on us…

We’re researchers and planners
We’re part of the Research & Planning Group Board
Chairs of Planning and Policy and Professional Development
Worked on college and district level plans
Institutional Effectiveness Partnership Initiative (IEPI) - Integrated
Planning Workshops

We’re familiar with planning in Accreditation, ACCJC
(Institution Set- Standards), CCCCO (IEPI goals), and
lots of other plans

Talked with planners at SBVC

What did we do
to prepare for
today’s
workshop?

Looked at some of San Bernardino
Valley College Plans
Strategic Plan 2014-2019
Student Success and Support
Programs Plan

Student Equity Plan
Draft of Educational Master Plan

Thought about best practices and
drivers of planning

How did you get here?
Activity 1:
Share why you chose to come to this workshop
and what you are hoping to get out of this series
on planning

Workshop Series Outcomes:
Big Hairy Audacious Goals for the series of planning workshops
Identify what SBVC needs in their planning model
Develop your definition integrated planning at SBVC
Explain relationships between various college plans
Describe how cultural competency is a unifying feature of your plans
Maybe love planning a little more…

Our Planning
Perspectives
There isn’t a right or one way to plan
But there are important principles:
○ Leadership is a critical component for any plan
○ Collaboration, Inclusion, and Communication are important values
○ Planning is not set in stone but a living document & process that can change
○ Planning is about getting better
○ Planning is moving in the same direction for common goals

Signs of Good
Planning….

Your Planning Perspective at
SBVC
Activity 2: Your Perspective on Planning
(Worksheet)
1.How you are involved in planning at the college?
2.What plans are used in your areas?
3.How do major plans direct or guide your work?

What is
Integrated
Planning?

Integrated planning is the linking of vision,
priorities, people, and the physical
institution in a flexible system of evaluation,
decision-making and action. It shapes and
guides the entire organization as it evolves
over time and within its community.
A Practical Guide to Strategic Planning in Higher Education (SCUP 2012)

Some
Principles
that are good
for Integrated
Planning (IEPI)

Focused on Big Ideas

District-College Coordination

Evaluation
Process Evaluation Examples
1. 360-degree feedback via surveys and focus groups
2. Action plan based on research findings
3. Implementation and follow-up to assess progress
Outcomes Evaluation Examples
1. Key performance indicators (KPIs) linked to college goals
2. Goal-setting and benchmarking
3. Continuous monitoring to assess college-wide planning
outcomes

Evaluation (Example)

Some
Principles
that are good
for Integrated
Planning (IEPI)

Inclusive

Integration
Educational
Master Plan
Strategic/Operational Plan

Student Equity

SSSP

Basic Skills

Grant
Project
Plans

Unit-Level Planning &
Program Review

Facilities
Technology

HR/Staffing

Integration (Example)

Some
Principles
that are good
for Integrated
Planning (IEPI)

Planning and Decision-Making Manual
● Identifies organizational decisionmaking structures and processes
● Communicates findings and outcomes
from previous academic year
● Outlines roles and responsibilities for
each decision-making/governance
group (and relationships between
groups)

Organizational Structures

Culture of Planning
Institutional culture in relationship to
planning
Individuals and governance groups that
provide guidance and leadership in
planning
Institutional processes and norms related
to planning and resource allocation

Defining Integrated
Planning
Activity 3: Integrated Planning (Flipcharts & Markers)
What does integrated planning mean to you?
What are the advantages of integrating college planning processes?
What challenges might you encounter in trying to integrate college planning
processes?

Assessing Our
Planning
Processes
Activity 4: Reflecting on Our Planning Process Worksheet
How are we doing in relation to the principles of good integrated planning?

Wrap Up, Next
Steps, and
Reflections

Streamlining Strategic Planning
at San Bernardino Valley College
Denice Inciong & Bri Hays
February 3, 2017

Recap of
October
Session

Principles for effective integrated planning

Defining integrated planning for SBVC

Relationships between plans

Today’s
Focus

Review accreditation planning-related
recommendations for improvement

Reflect on the current strategic plan
structure, components, and measures

Prioritize areas for improvement of the
strategic planning model

●

What did we do to
prepare for
today’s
workshop?

●
●

●

Debriefed with planners at SBVC
following first session
Reflected on first session
evaluation results
Reviewed ACCJC
recommendations from previous
accreditation cycle
Brainstormed on how we could
best assist the college in creating a
meaningful, manageable planning
and evaluation process

Workshop Series Outcomes (Updated):
Big Hairy Audacious Goals for the series of planning workshops:
●
●
●
●
●

Identify what SBVC needs related to planning
Explain relationships between various college plans
Develop a framework for integrated planning and prioritization that aligns
plans, goals, evaluations, and timelines
Discuss strategies for incorporating cultural competency into your plans
Maybe love planning a little more :)

Our Planning Perspectives
There isn’t a right or one way to plan
But there are important principles:
○ Leadership is a critical component for any plan
○ Collaboration, Inclusion, and Communication are important values
○ Planning is not set in stone but a living document & process that can change
○ Planning is about getting better
○ Planning is moving in the same direction for common goals

More history on our planning hurdles
Planning is Journey

Our institutions are continuously learning and evolving
Reflecting and understanding where we are are the planning journey will help
us map out our way forward
Inclusiveness of planning processes is incredibly important - our stakeholders
must be able to see themselves in our plans and planning process
The planning process is as important as the plan itself

Flashback to October Session: Plan Integration
Educational
Master Plan

Student Equity

SSSP

Strategic/Operational
Plan

Basic Skills

Unit-Level Planning &
Program Review

Grant
Project
Plans

Facilities
Technology

HR/Staffing

Activity 1:
What was your biggest takeaway from
the first workshop related to planning?

Reflections on
Workshop 1

How much do you know or how involved
are you in SBVC’s Strategic Plan?

Strategic Planning Terms

Vision

Va

s
e
lu

Before We Do a Deep Dive into the Plan…
Let’s talk about planning terms...
Mission

Describes college purpose, population, awards offered, and commitment
to student learning and achievement (ACCJC) (Primary Functions)

Vision

Future-oriented, aspirational statement that describes what the college
would like to accomplish in an ideal scenario (Future Direction)

Values

Collegially-developed or identified principles that guide the college’s
perspective, priorities, and actions (How we work)

The importance of Language & Shared
Understanding (Definitions)
Goals

High-level, broad aims of the institution; may imply change or describe an
operational focus area; all encompassing statements about the general directions of
the college

Objectives

Describe the major ways in which the goal will be accomplished, more specific than
goals but not as granular as an action item

Action Steps

Even more granular than objectives, they describe the steps that will be taken to
reach the college’s objectives (some may review/revise yearly)

Key
Performance
Indicators (KPIs)

High level elements that are monitored, measured, and evaluated to determine
college progress toward goals

Examples of College Goals & Objectives
Cuyamaca College Goal: Acceleration
Goal

Objectives

Action Step

Key Performance
Indicator (KPI)

Acceleration: Redesign
developmental pathways

Revamp the traditional
multi-level remedial
pipeline in English, ESL,
and math

Provide professional
development/ training for
English, math and ESL
faculty

Percentage of
students competing
transfer-level English
and math in first year

Implement
concurrent-enrollment
support models

Equitable placement
into transfer-level
English and math
courses

Change placement
policies to allow more
first-time students to enroll
directly in college-level
courses

Conduct MMAP analysis
and pilot multiple measures

Accreditation Recommendations Related to
Planning
2015

College Recommendation

In order to improve effectiveness, the team recommends that dialogue about the results of
the evaluation and measurement of strategic goals and objectives be increased so that the
outcomes of College efforts to improve can be used to make decisions regarding the
improvement of institutional effectiveness in an ongoing and systematic cycle of
evaluation, integrated planning, resource allocation, implementation, and
re-evaluation.(I.B.2, I.B.3, I.B.7)

Activity 2:
Read the excerpt from the 2015
Accreditation Report regarding the SBVC
Strategic Plan 2014-2019.

Get to know your
Strategic Plan

Discuss in your group the status of this
accreditation college recommendation
regarding the strategic plan.
●
●
●

What is the status of this
recommendation?
What improvements have occurred?
What can be improved?

Report out on Activity #2

The Case for Prioritizing Goals and
Objectives
Being strategic means we need to
We often gravitate toward “doing it all”
without having a robust (and uncomfortable)
discussion of our actual priorities
If we focus on the goals of greatest
importance to the institution, we can make
the planning process more meaningful and
manageable

Current SBVC
Goals & Strategic Initiatives
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Access: SBVC will improve the application, registration, and enrollment procedures for all students.
Student Success: SBVC will increase course success, program success, access to employment,
and transfer rates by enhancing student learning.
Communication, Culture, and Climate: SBVC will promote a collegial campus culture with open
lines of communication between all stake-holder groups on and off campus.
Leadership & Professional Development: SBVC will maintain capable leadership and provide
professional development to a staff who will need skills to function effectively in an evolving
educational environment.
Effective Evaluation & Accountability: SBVC will improve institutional effectiveness through a
process of evaluation and continuous improvement.
Facilities: SBVC will support the construction and maintenance of safe, efficient, functional
facilities and infrastructure to meet the needs of students, employees, and community.

Activity 3: Reflecting on College Goals &
Objectives, Part 1
Take a moment to review your assigned college goal and
associated objectives
●
●
●
●
●

What is the difference between the goal and strategic initiative?
How well do you think the objectives define the goal or strategic initiative?
Do they describe the overall strategies to achieve the goal?
Could they be aggregated or prioritized so that they are more manageable?
How could cultural competency be integrated into the goal or objectives?

Report out on Activity #3 - Part I

Activity 3: Reflecting on College Goals &
Objectives, Part 2
Take a moment to review your assigned college goal and
associated objectives
●
●
●

What observations can you make about how the goal is evaluated?
Who is responsible for ensuring the objectives for each goal are met?
Who engages in dialog about whether the goal was met and what action
should be take place based on the performance indicator data?

Report out on Activity #3 - Part II

Some Thoughts on Integrating Cultural
Competence into College Goals
Examples of strategies:
Focus on professional development
Explore relationships between goals
Leverage the student voice
Acknowledge that culture change takes time

Wrap Up

Streamlining Strategic Planning
at San Bernardino Valley College

Denice Inciong & Bri Hays
May 5, 2017

Ice Breaker

Logo Game!

Mission Statements
Organize all of the data in the world and make it accessible for
everyone in a useful way.

To inspire and nurture the human spirit – one person, one cup
and one neighborhood at a time.

Make Target your preferred shopping destination in all
channels by delivering outstanding value, continuous
innovation and exceptional guest experiences by consistently
fulfilling our Expect More. Pay Less. brand promise.

Agenda
9:30

Welcome and Introductions

Overview and Goals for the Day
10:00

Review of Planning Definitions

11:00

Current Strategic Plan Goals & Objectives

12:00

Lunch

1:00

Annual & Multi-Year Planning Cycles

2:00

Planning and Decision-Making Structures

3:00

Wrap-Up and Next Steps

Workshop Series Outcomes:
Big Hairy Audacious Goals for the series of planning workshops:

Identify the College’s needs related to planning
Explain relationships between various college plans

Develop a framework for integrated planning and prioritization that aligns
plans, goals, evaluations, and timelines
Discuss strategies for incorporating cultural competency into your plans

Recap of
October & May
Planning
Session

Principles for effective integrated planning
Defining integrated planning for SB Valley
College
Relationships between plans
Revisited Accreditation 2015 Report
Recommendations
Key Takeaways for next step for SBVC

Goals and KPI data not widely communicated
or understood
Too many objectives
Several KPIs were not measureable

What did we
hear from you in
February?

Planning and evaluation process should be
more inclusive
Currently no formal process for reviewing
and updating the plan based on data and
campus dialog
What else was valuable about this workshop?

Time to look at the strategic plan
Dialogue and conversations with each other
Learning different viewpoints

What do we
hope to
accomplish
today?

Respond to the recommendations
identified by campus practitioners during
the February workshop, including:

Streamline strategic goals, objectives,
and KPIs
Develop a sustainable planning and
evaluation cycle
Build a foundation for a more inclusive,
broad-based campus planning
culture

Today’s
Focus

College Planning Assumptions and
Values

Strategic Goals, Objectives, and KPIs

Annual Planning and Evaluation Cycle

Values and
Assumptions
for Today’s
Planning
Activities

Current strategic goals need to be prioritized,
meaningful, and manageable
Planning should be ongoing, including a mid-cycle
update, annual reflection and action planning
KPI data should help the college evaluate progress
toward goals and inform future planning
Established college governance groups make formal
recommendations related to college planning
Others?

Before We Do a Deep Dive into the Plan…
Let’s review planning terms...
Mission

Describes college purpose, population, awards offered, and commitment
to student learning and achievement (ACCJC) (Primary Functions)

Vision

Future-oriented, aspirational statement that describes what the college
would like to accomplish in an ideal scenario (Future Direction)

Values

Collegially-developed or identified principles that guide the college’s
perspective, priorities, and actions (How we work)

Valley College Mission
Statement

San Bernardino Valley College maintains a culture
of continuous improvement and a commitment to
provide high-quality education, innovative instruction,
and services to a diverse community of learners. Its
mission is to prepare students for transfer to four-year
universities, to enter the workforce by earning applied
degrees and certificates, to foster economic growth and
global competitiveness through workforce development,
and to improve the quality of life in the Inland Empire
and beyond.

The importance of Language &
Shared Understanding (Definitions)
Goals

Objectives
Action Steps
Key
Performance
Indicators
(KPIs)

High-level, broad aims of the institution; may imply change or describe an operational
focus area; all encompassing statements about the general directions of the college
Describe the major ways in which the goal will be accomplished, more specific than
goals but not as granular as an action item
Even more granular than objectives, they describe the steps that will be taken to
reach the college’s objectives (some may review/revise yearly)
High level elements that are monitored, measured, and evaluated to determine
college progress toward goals

Strategic Planning Terms

Vision

The Case for Prioritizing Goals
and Objectives
Being strategic means we need to

We often gravitate toward “doing it all”
without having a robust (and uncomfortable)
discussion of our actual priorities
If we focus on the goals of greatest
importance to the institution, we can make
the planning process more meaningful and
manageable

Examples of Prioritized Goals

Examples of College Goals & Objectives
Cuyamaca College Goal: Acceleration
Goal

Objectives

Action Step

Key Performance
Indicator (KPI)

Acceleration: Redesign
developmental pathways

Revamp the traditional
multi-level remedial
pipeline in English, ESL,
and math

Provide professional
development/ training for
English, math and ESL
faculty

Percentage of
students competing
transfer-level English
and math in first year

Implement concurrentenrollment support models

Equitable placement
into transfer-level
English and math
courses

Change placement
policies to allow more firsttime students to enroll
directly in college-level
courses

Conduct MMAP analysis
and pilot multiple measures

Current SB Valley College Goals & Strategic
Initiatives
1. Access: SBVC will improve the application, registration, and enrollment procedures for all students.
2. Student Success: SBVC will increase course success, program success, access to employment, and
transfer rates by enhancing student learning.
3. Communication, Culture, and Climate: SBVC will promote a collegial campus culture with open lines
of communication between all stake-holder groups on and off campus.
4. Leadership & Professional Development: SBVC will maintain capable leadership and provide
professional development to a staff who will need skills to function effectively in an evolving
educational environment.
5. Effective Evaluation & Accountability: SBVC will improve institutional effectiveness through a
process of evaluation and continuous improvement.

Some Tips for Creating Impactful
College Goals
Strategic goals should...
Be uncomfortable and should push the entire college to
achieve and/or improve
Clearly communicate the highest priorities of the college

Limited in number
Somewhat connected and interdependent

Imply development or change

Current plan has many objectives...

How to get to a few big Goals & Objectives
A bottom up approach...

How to get to a few big Goals & Objectives
A bottom up approach...

Activity 1: Review Current
Strategic Objectives
With colleagues at your table, use the worksheet to assess each of the
College’s current strategic goals, objectives, and action steps, and make
recommendations for any necessary changes.
1. Increase Access

2. Promote Student Success
3. Improve Communication, Culture & Climate

4. Maintain Leadership & Promote Professional Development
5. Effective Evaluation & Accountability

Activity 2: Revisiting Our
Strategic Goals
Are the current strategic goals representative of college
priorities?
Are they easy for people to understand?

Do they objectives clearly map to the strategic goal?
How is cultural competency represented in the College’s
goals?

Lunch Break
Meet Back at 1:00

Take-Aways from the Morning
Session

Annual Planning Model- Example

Annual
Planning

Program
Plans

Example Annual Planning Calendar

Current College
Planning Model

Activity 3: Planning Model for SB Valley College
Part 1: Review the College’s strategic planning model. Does this reflect
the current planning process at the College?
Part 2: Does the current cycle...
Allow for broad communication of goals and KPIs?
Leverage data to inform changes to goals and action planning?
Ensure the sustainability of the process?
Incorporate the perspectives of various campus stakeholders?
Part 3: How could the process be improved to address each of the

Multi-Year Planning Cycles
Align institutional effectiveness processes over a long-term planning cycle
Examples:
7-year accreditation cycle
3-year program review cycle
3-year SLO assessment cycle
6-year strategic planning cycle

Example Multi-Year Planning Calendar
San Diego Mesa College

Examples of multi-year planning cycles

Current Multi-Year Planning Cycle
Accreditation (6 Years)

Educational Master Plan (5 Years)

Strategic Plan (5 Years)

2014

2015
2019

2016
2020

2017
2021

2018
2022

Activity 4: Multi-Year Planning Cycle
2016/17
Accreditation
Program
Review
SLO
Assessment
Strategic
Plan
Ed Master
Plan

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

Governance Structures
How do committees relate to one another?
How does information flow between committees?

How are decisions made related to college priorities, plans,
and resource allocation?
Which committee has the primary responsibility for leading
college planning?

Planning
And
DecisionMaking
Models:
Example

Planning
And
DecisionMaking
Models:
Example

Planning and Decision-Making Models
Examples

Planning and Decision-Making Models Examples

Activity 5: Planning and
Governance Structures
With the colleagues at your table, map out the decisionmaking structures at your college.
How are changes to policies and procedures vetted?

How are decisions and recommendations made?
What is the college’s participatory governance structure?

SB Valley Scorecard Data

Student Success Scorecard

Wrap Up

San Bernardino Valley College Strategic Planning Workshop
October 21, 2016
Reflecting On Our Planning Processes
Reflect where your college is in relation to each of the following principles of integrated planning.

Principles of Integrated Planning
Principle
Focused on Big Ideas: How do
your college’s planning processes
reflect big ideas?

San Bernardino Valley College

Training: What types of
professional development or
training is available to the campus
community on planning?

KPIs, Data, IEPI Indicators,
Institution-Set Standards, and
Student Learning Outcomes:
How does the college leverage
these indicators and data sources
in its planning processes?
Tools: What tools does the college
use to facilitate planning at each
level (e.g., unit, division, college)?

1

San Bernardino Valley College Strategic Planning Workshop
October 21, 2016
Evaluation: How does the college
evaluate its planning processes
and outcomes?

District-College Coordination
with Data, Goals, KPIs, and
Activities: How are college
planning and evaluation processes
aligned with district planning and
evaluation processes?
Inclusive: Which stakeholder
groups participate in planning at
each level (e.g., unit, division,
college)?

Integration: How are plans (e.g.,
educational master, strategic,
division, unit, SSSP, Student
Equity, Basic Skills, technology,
staffing) aligned across the
college?
Planning and Decision-Making
Manual: What documentation does
the college use to illustrate
planning processes, structures,
and outcomes?

2

San Bernardino Valley College Strategic Planning Workshop
October 21, 2016
Culture of Planning: What is the
college’s culture in relation to
planning at each level (e.g., unit,
division, college)?

Organizational Structures: Which
governing bodies and
organizational structures are
involved in planning processes?
What are the roles of each?
Outcomes of Planning: How does
the college assess outcomes of its
planning processes? How are
these outcomes used to inform
future college plans or activities?

3

San Bernardino Valley College Strategic Planning Workshop

Summary of the February 3, 2017 Workshop
The second workshop in the strategic planning workshop series centered on the following session
goals:
● Review previous accreditation recommendations related to integrated planning
● Reflect on the current strategic plan
● Prioritize areas for improvement of the strategic planning model
As an initial activity and to reflect on the first strategic planning session, participants were asked to
share their biggest takeaways from the first session. Although there was not complete overlap
between the participants in the first session and in the second session, there were a few participants
that noted key takeaways from the first session, including the following:
● Learning principles for integration
● Drawing connections between cultural competence and planning
Based on our discussions with the Rania and her team, it was important to revisit the
recommendations that were provided in the 2015 accreditation report to see what progress the
college has made in improving the dialogue about the strategic plan in relationship to overall
institutional effectiveness. This would also serve as an important assessment for the accreditation
mid-term report. To these ends we presented basic planning terminology, definitions and examples of
other plans in order to frame the discussion for the participants on finding more clarity and
manageability to the plan. Once we established a simplified framework we had the participants read
the following excerpts from the 2015 Accreditation Report.
ACCJC Team Report 2015 College Recommendation #2
In order to improve effectiveness, the team recommends that dialogue about the results of
the evaluation and measurement of strategic goals and objectives be increased so that the
outcomes of College efforts to improve can be used to make decisions regarding the
improvement of institutional effectiveness in an ongoing and systematic cycle of evaluation,
integrated planning, resource allocation, implementation, and re-evaluation.
The College has done significant work on integrating and revising its planning processes
with the latest iteration of the College’s Strategic Plan articulating the central role of the
strategic plan relative to other major planning documents and processes. The 2014-2019
Strategic Plan integrates with other College plans primarily by incorporating
initiative/objective-level items from other plans (e.g., Technology Plan strategies). While
the integration is laudable, the resulting strategic plan contains over 150 strategic
initiatives/objectives, and many of the objectives included in the plan are not
measurable or are simply not measured or reported on, perhaps due to the large number
of objectives. (I.B.2) (page 22 of the team report)

Prepared by Denice Inciong and Bri Hays
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San Bernardino Valley College Strategic Planning Workshop

While these findings in and of themselves may not be clearly indicative of a problem, it
became apparent in other interviews with faculty, staff and administrators that these
key personnel and decision-makers were in general not familiar with the College’s
performance on its measurable strategic goals and initiatives/objectives, indicating that
this information was not actively being used for decision-making. A link titled “Strategic
Initiatives and Benchmarks” is available in the planning section of the ORPIE website.
The linked document provides extensive data on the performance of the College in
achieving its strategic goals. (I.B.2) (page 23 of the team report)
The College has done significant work on integrating and revising its planning processes.
It would be useful in supporting a planning cycle of continuous improvement if evidence
of assessment of strategic plan objectives relative to the initial benchmarks and stated
targets were more prominent so that decision-making processes can use the results of
these evaluations to drive decision-making. (I.B.2, I.B.3) (page 25 of the team report)

Summary of the May 5, 2017, Workshop
The third and final workshop in the strategic workshop centered on the following session goals:
● Review Planning Definitions, Values, Norms and Assumptions building on the last two workshop
activities and continue to work on accreditation recommendations
● Continue to discuss and streamline current strategic plan goals, objectives, and key
performance indicators
● Review models for annual and multi-year planning cycles for future development of a
sustainable planning and evaluation cycle at Valley College
● Review models for planning and decision making structures for to enhance inclusive, broadbased campus planning culture at Valley College
We started the day with a discussion on what the participants recalled from the last planning
workshops and what things were important to continue at Valley College. The following list includes
the participants’ discussion highlights.
Planning Values, Norms, and Assumptions for Valley College
● Ensuring this work is carried forward after the workshop and results in action/change
● Important to include previously marginalized voices in the planning process
● Need to broaden dialog across the campus about planning and decision-making -- needs to
move beyond College Council
● Need to include students in planning process -- leverage student voice in planning
● Offer planning workshops or events on campus to ensure easier access for students as well as
faculty and staff
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● Need to make the plan understandable and specific; goal is to be:
○ Simple
○ Concise
○ Clear
● Need to improve communication and dissemination of information
● Ensure current committee structure is relevant to college aims and effective
● Emphasize participation in governance/decision-making - engagement is critical and will require
a culture shift
● Leverage communication mechanisms and channels
● Value feedback from constituent groups
● Leverage personal communication (beyond emails) to build trust

Observations and Recommendations from Facilitators
As this was the last planning workshop in the series over the course of the year, we heard the
importance of continuing this dialogue on improving planning at Valley College. As facilitators we feel
the participants who came to the workshops represented the passion and love for the college and the
desire to make Valley an even better institution. We highly recommend keeping this group together as
champions for integrated and strategic planning and the work that has been accomplished over this
last year. We hope this group will lead the planning dialogue and implementation of the
recommendations.
The list below outlines other concerns expressed by participants. These concerns may not have been
directly addressed in our presentations or activities but should be addressed as part of the on-going
planning work at Valley College:
● Participants noted that previous strategic plan represents a previous campus culture and
leadership orientation
○ Similarly, there appears to remain a certain concern about trust and transparency in
decision-making processes
● Participants cited a lack of stakeholder engagement (faculty, classified staff, and students) in
college planning
● Participants were not confident that the retreat outcomes would not be carried forward
● Ambivalence in creating a decision-making manual due to previous institutional experience
Additionally as facilitators we would like to add a few other areas in planning that are important but
we did not have enough time to full address in the workshops.
● Identify ways in which KPI data can be communicated to the campus community and used for
planning
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●

●

●

●

○ Examples and Resources:
■ San Diego Mesa College (rCharts): www.sdmesa.edu/datawarehouse
■ Santa Rosa Junior College (Tableau): https://strategicplanning.santarosa.edu/2014-19-strategic-plan-scorecard
■ Infographic software:
● Canva: www.canva.com
● Venngage: www.venngage.com
Identify core college priorities and examine how the college is actually allocating resources and
comparing this to the college goals and objectives stated in the strategic plan
○ Resources:
■ Chaffey College:
http://www.chaffey.edu/profdev/IP/documents/EVIPM_2016.pdf
■ Palomar College: https://www2.palomar.edu/pages/strategicplanning/
■ South Orange Community College District:
http://doclibrary.socccd.edu:2656/Documents/Business%20Services/Accounting
/District-Wide%20Integrated%20Budget%20Planning%20Resource%20Guide.pdf
Dovetail specific plans with strategic plan in order to eliminate need for a detailed and copious
list of action steps in strategic plan
○ Resources:
■ IEPI Applied Solutions Kit for Integrated Planning:
https://prolearningnetwork.cccco.edu/ask/integrated-planning/
■ 3CSN Integrated Planning Matrix: http://3csn.org/files/2017/02/IP-CrosswalkActivity.pdf
Improve communication regarding College Council activities, particularly those related to
planning
○ Resources:
■ San Diego Mesa College (Newsletter): http://www.sdmesa.edu/aboutmesa/office-of-the-president/first-monday-mesa.shtml
■ Hartnell College (Newsletter):
https://www.hartnell.edu/sites/default/files/u90/2017-02-15_highlights.pdf
Set aside time and space for expanded dialog on KPIs and college strategic goals/action
planning
○ Resources:
■ RP Conference presentation on integrated and strategic planning framework and
communication:
https://rpgroup.org/Portals/0/Documents/Conferences/RP%20Conference/2017
%20Materials/Planning_and_Institutional_Effectiveness/Student_Success_Fram
ework_Long-term_Integrated_Planning%20.pdf
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■ RP Conference presentation on goal-setting and communicating college goals:
https://rpgroup.org/Portals/0/Documents/Conferences/RP%20Conference/2017
%20Materials/Planning_and_Institutional_Effectiveness/Making_Institutional_G
oal-Setting%20Meaningful.pdf
The third workshop validated our key observations from February's workshop and demonstrated that
Valley College may benefit from focussing on these four areas in the next year. Committing to these
areas of focus will ensure the current strategic plan takes a more manageable form that can be
communicated to, and understood by, the larger campus community.
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Recommendations Based on Review of the Current Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives
In order to make progress on the current plan, we recommend continuing to work on the following
areas in the next academic year.
1. Define Planning Terms
Participants provided a substantial amount of feedback regarding the goals and objectives.
Many of the comments centered on creating shared meaning around the terms associated with
planning (e.g., goal, strategic initiative, objective, indicator). In light of this, we recommend the
following action items:
Create a planning glossary or definition guide for the strategic plan
2. Simplify and Focus the Plan
Many participants comments pertained to the quality and quantity of the objectives outlined in
the current strategic plan. Participants indicated there were far too many objectives to manage
in the given strategic planning time frame and that the objectives needed to be aggregated or
prioritized. Still other participants noted that the objectives appeared to be too granular or
were not clear or measurable. In light of this, we recommend the following action items:
Continue to streamline and prioritize the goals, objectives, and KPIs
Build strategic plan action steps into other existing plans (e.g. technology plan, distance
education plan)
3. Planning Timeline
Participants noted that the strategic plan may need to be revisited on a regular basis, such as
mid-way through the 6-year planning cycle, to ensure that the goals are still relevant and to
make any necessary shifts in priorities or focus, based on changes in internal and external
factors. In light of this, we recommend the following action items:
Revise or clarify the strategic planning timeline with designated time for collaboration, sharing
and communicating the progress on the strategic plan
4. Strategic Planning Communication and Annual Review
There was considerable consensus that, in order to move forward, the College needs to set
aside a space and time for dialog about institutional planning and evaluation. This could take
the form of an annual retreat or workshop that includes members of key constituent groups
and governance group representatives. In light of this, we recommend the following action
items:
Explore opportunities for more directly and meaningfully linking strategic goals to unit-level
planning and other college plans (e.g., through program review, planning matrices, and/or
other integrated planning processes)
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In summary, we feel Valley College is on its way to building a more robust and efficient planning model,
especially with the support and sponsorship of the college President. We are encouraged by the
support and engagement of the Valley College team in each of the planning workshops. These
workshops were a significant step forward in further engaging the college community in strategic and
integrated planning. We hope that recommendations of the participants and facilitators have been
helpful and warrant exploration for possible implementation.
With strong executive leadership and inclusive and collaborative dialogue, Valley College is well on its
way to advancing its planning and evaluation culture. As an example of this, at the end of the
workshop on May 5th, Valley’s President was already planning Town Hall meetings for the next year to
communicate with the campus community regarding planning efforts and other critical issues to
broaden the engagement across the campus.
We want to thank you for the opportunity to work with Valley College. We have learned so much
College team and look forward to seeing the great progress and positive changes implemented at
Valley in the next few years.
Denice & Bri
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